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Fostering a Welcoming and Inclusive Jasper



The Jasper Diversity Project
Est. 2014



The beauty of  our community lies in the 

diversity of  its people.



The Exhibit
February 2015



Banners in Municipal Buildings



Bringing the Project to the Streets



On March 21, 2017, 

Council proclaimed the following:

WHEREAS

• the Alberta Urban Municipalities Association (AUMA) defines a welcoming and inclusive community as “one 
which is free from discrimination and where residents feel able to participate in all aspects of  the social, 
cultural and economic life of  the community;”

AND WHEREAS

• the Municipality of  Jasper recognizes the value of  diversity and wishes to foster a welcoming and inclusive 
environment;

NOW THEREFORE,

• the Municipality of  Jasper, acknowledging these aspirations, will promote actions which bring the community 
together, continuing to make decisions through the lens of  inclusion, keeping the interests of  the community 
as a whole in mind and advancing basic respect, truth and human dignity.





Jasper Community Dinner Program
Est. 2003



Come Early and Come Hungry!



Dinner by Donation



Building

Community 

Connections



Welcoming

Newcomers



Reducing 

Isolation



Nutritious Meal for All



Community Lives Here



How do we engage the community in  

conversation about inclusion?

Jasper Community Team

- Four conversations per month (excluding July, 

August and December). 

- Conversations based on life-stage (early 

childhood, school-age, adult, senior)

- Issue and trend focused, action oriented



What has worked for us?

• Provide a facilitator/note taker

• Set expectations

• Schedule regularly and way in advance

• Use less formal wording

• Send out conversation notes within a week of  the 
conversations

• Ask for feedback/input all the time

• Offer training opportunities



There’s always more work to be done.

We want to ensure that all voices can be 

heard at the community conversations, 

but not everybody can make the 

schedule work. 

We have some plans for 2019:

- Host your own conversation initiative

- Relay issues and trends by survey



Thank You

More information: Lisa Riddell - lriddell@town.jasper.ab.ca 


